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MISSOULA—
Forty-four students from the Department of Geology at the University of 
Montana, will spend five weeks this summer learning the techniques of geologic mapping 
and making professional field interpretations in the Dillon area, operating from the 
campus of Western Montana College. They will be joined at Dillon by 29 students from 
the Purdue University Department of Earth Sciences for two sessions of cooperative 
instruction involving faculty members from both universities. Classes will begin 
on June 17 and July 20. Instructors from the UM will be Profs. Robert Weidman, the 
Program Director,' David Alt, and Graham Thompson.
Field instruction in the area was initiated by the UM in 1976. Purdue 
University joined the program last sunnier, moving from their previous location in 
northern Colorado. Although only in its fourth year, the summer field course has 
gained national attention and receives unsolicited applications from many students 
all over the country and overseas. Due to space limitations, only a few outsiders 
can be accommodated each summer, and this summer's quota is filled.
The summer program was developed to give geology students experience in 
professional field work. It concentrates specifically on the techniques of geologic 
map-making and field interpretation. According to Dr. Weidman, field experience 
is "fundamental to any kind of applied geology— -geologists must know how to make 
and interpret geologic maps before preparing recommendations related to oil and gas, 
coal, ore deposits, construction sites and ground water".
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The summer field program gives students such practical experience in a 
professional setting.
Students enrolled in the program spend approximately five-and-a-half days 
a week working in the field. They submit geologic maps of several areas together 
with summary reports of professional quality. Professors provide instruction and 
consultation in the field and during evening sessions.
The Dillon area is ideal in terms of its geologic diversity, Weidman says. 
Surrounding mountains provide a wide variety of well exposed and easily accessible 
rock types and structures, including ancient metamorphic rocks of the Ruby Range, 
potentially oil bearing rocks of the Rocky Mountain overthrust belt, granite bodies 
surrounded by oil mining districts, and young volcanic rocks.
The fact that three study areas lie within the overthrust belt lends special 
interest to class work because of the present intensive field and geophysical work 
being done there by oil company geologists.
The Dillon area is also ideal in terms of the exceptional friendliness of its 
ranchers, who generously allow students to work on their land. WMC provides excellent 
dormitory housing and classroom facilities.
An important additional part of the summer program is the geological research 
carried on in the Dillon area by UM graduate students. Four theses have been completed 
in recent years, and others are in progress.
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